PACKAGED CONCRETE & CONCRETE REPAIR

**The Quikrete Cos.**
PRO Fast-Setting Concrete sets in 20-40 minutes without mixing and provides twice the working time. The upgraded Concrete Resurfacer has three times the bond strength and improved workability. Advanced Polymer Sealant Adhesives offer tack-free finishes in 20 minutes.

**Oldcastle Architectural**
Sakrete Top 'n Bond Concrete Patcher features a polymer modified sand cement repair mortar that can be used for featheredge to half-inch applications and as a brush coat. Fast Setting Cement Patcher's 5,000-psi strength accommodates multiple jobs.

**Sika Corp.**
Sika FastFix PRO Select Rapid Patch is a two-part, pre-proportioned mix for repairing spalls and holes. No water or specialty tools are needed for application, and the mix is dust- and mess-free and dries in 30-60 minutes.